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Abstract. As a combination of artificial intelligence (AI) and edge com-
puting, edge intelligence has made great contributions in pushing AI
applications to the edge of the network, especially in reducing delay,
saving energy and improving privacy. However, most of researchers only
considered the computation approach of end device to edge server and
ignored the scheduling of multi-task. In this paper, we study DNN model
partition and online task scheduling over cloud, edge and devices for
deadline-aware DNN inference tasks. We first establish our mathemat-
ical model and find the model can not be solved directly because the
solution space is too large. Therefore, we propose the partition point fil-
tering algorithm to reduce the solution space. Then by jointly considering
management of the networking bandwidth and computing resources, we
propose our online scheduling algorithm to meet the maximum number
of deadlines. Experiments and simulations show that our online algo-
rithm reduces deadline miss ratio by up to 51% compared with other
four typical computation approaches.
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Task scheduling

1 Introduction

In recent years, machine learning, especially deep learning, has attracted signifi-
cant attention from both industry and academia. As the key component of deep
learning, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) is widely used in various fields, such as
natural language [1], computer vision [2], speech recognition [3] and so on. With
the growth of the number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, the traditional cloud-
centric computating approach will inevitably lead to network congestion, high
transmission delay and privacy disclosure [4–6]. Therefore, it is a trend to offload
the computation to the end device. However, Internet of Things devices with lim-
ited energy and computing resources cannot afford computing-intensive tasks.
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Edge computing (EC) is proposed as a promising computing model for solv-
ing these problems by deploying servers at the network edge close to the end
devices [7]. In [8], authors define a query processing problem in an Edge Assisted
IoT Data Monitoring System which aims to deriving a distributed query plan
with the minimum query response latency. In [9,10], the authors studied task
scheduling and resource allocation in edge computing environment for different
scenarios, and the experimental results have been significantly improved. In [11],
authors set the weighted value of the delay sensitivity of the task, and optimized
the offloading strategy of the task with the goal of minimizing the total weighted
corresponding time of all tasks. In addition, edge computing has great potential
in smart cities [12] and smart homes [13].

Indeed, the combination of artificial intelligence and edge computing has
given rise to a new research area, namely edge intelligence, which was proposed
in [14]. Instead of entirely relying on the cloud, edge intelligence makes the most
of the widespread edge resources to perform tasks such as DNN inference. On this
basis, offloading for DNN-based applications in EC has been broadly studied.
In [15], authors proposed the DeepWear model, which uses DNN model parti-
tion to offload tasks to wearable applications, and achieves a good acceleration
effect. In [16], authors realized the task offloading through model partition, and
combined with the model early exit technology to further reduce the delay of
DNN-based applications. In [17], authors proposed the partition and offloading
strategy which can make the optimal tradeoff between performance and privacy
for mobile devices. In [18], authors proposed a technique to divide a DNN in
multiple partitions that can be processed locally by end devices or offloaded to
one or multiple powerful nodes.

Previous work has made some contributions in the field of edge intelligence.
However, most of them only considered the computation approach of end device
to edge server and ignored the scheduling of multi-task. In this paper, for
deadline-aware DNN inference tasks, we study DNN model partition and online
task scheduling over cloud, edge and devices. We first establish our mathematical
model, which can hybridly exploit all the available resources from the cloud, the
edge and the devices to unleash all the full power of the deep learning networks
therein. Since the model contains a large number of variables, which make the
model can not be solved directly because the solution space is too large, we pro-
pose the partition point filtering algorithm to reduce the solution space. Then
by jointly considering management of the networking bandwidth and computing
resources, we propose our online scheduling algorithm to meet the maximum
number of deadlines. Experiments and simulations show that our online algo-
rithm achieves better performance than other typical computing approaches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we introduce our
system model and define our problem. In Sect. 3, we give the model partition
filtering algorithm and online scheduling algorithm respectively. In Sect. 4, we
give the simulation results and analyze them. In Sect. 5, we summarize this paper.
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2 System Model and Problem Definition

2.1 DNN Model Partition and Network

Consider a two-dimensional network consists of n servers, m end devices and
one cloud center. Denote C as the could center, sj (sj ∈ S, j = 0, . . . n) as one of
the edge servers and di (di ∈ D, i = 0 . . . m) as one of the end devices. As shown
in Fig. 1, we consider that edge servers are heterogeneous and have different
computing power, end devices are all of the same specifications and have the
same computing power, and cloud center has the strongest computing power.

For the whole task scheduling time T , it is divided into h time slots and each
time slot is expressed as tτ (τ = 0 . . . h). The length of tτ is 1 ms. The task may
be generated at any time slot, and the transmission time and calculation time
of the task are counted in time slot. For one end device, the next task can only
be generated after the current task is completed. Each end device or edge server
can only compute one task at a time and there is no waiting queue, while the
cloud center can compute multiple tasks at the same time. We denote mτ

i as one
of the task, where i means the task is generated by device di, and τ means the
task is generated in the τ -th time slot.

Fig. 1. System model.

We suppose that all tasks are inference tasks of the same DNN model. The
model has r layers, and we denote lk(k = 0, 1 . . . r) as one of the layer. We denote
Gk(k = 0, 1 . . . r) as output data size of the lay lk. It is obvious that G0 means
the size of the input data and Gr means the size of the result of the model.

As shown in Fig. 2, each task can be divided into up to three parts, which can
be computed in turn on the end device, the edge server, and the cloud center.
Therefore, by comprehensively considering all the current tasks, our formulated
problem should not only determine the partition point, but also consider the
appropriate scheduling of the partitioned DNN inference tasks, so that as many
tasks as possible can be completed before the deadline in the scheduling time.
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Fig. 2. Four typical DNN partition strategies.

2.2 Problem Formulation

For each task mτ
i , its total completion time t (mτ

i ) can be expressed as

t (mτ
i ) = td (mτ

i ) + t↑e (mτ
i ) + te (mτ

i ) + t↑c (mτ
i ) + tc (mτ

i ) . (1)

The total completion time is made up of five parts. The first part td (mτ
i ) is

the computing time of the task in the end device. The second part t↑e (mτ
i ) is the

transmission time of the intermediate data from the device to the edge server.
The third part te (mτ

i ) is the computing time of the task in the edge server. The
fourth part t↑c (mτ

i ) is the transmission time of the intermediate data from the
edge server to the cloud center, and the fifth part tc (mτ

i ) is the computing time
of the task in the cloud center.

For the td (mτ
i ), we use binary variable xu (mτ

i ) to indicate whether the first
partition point is the layer lu. If the first partition point is the layer lu, xu (mτ

i ) =
1, which means after computing layer lu, the device will upload the intermediate
data to the edge server and no longer participates in the computation of the task
mτ

i . Otherwise, xu (mτ
i ) = 0.

xu (mτ
i ) =

{
1 : the first partition point is the layer lu;
0 : otherwise. (2)

It satisfies
r∑

u=0

xu (mτ
i ) = 1. (3)

We express td (mτ
i ) as the time cost for computation from l0 to lu for di. It

can be calculated by

td (mτ
i ) =

r∑
u=0

(
xu (mτ

i ) ·
u∑

k=0

αk
i

)
, (4)

where αk
i represents the time cost for di to compute the lay lk of DNN model.

For the t↑e (mτ
i ), we use binary variable yj (mτ

i ) to indicate whether the task
mτ

i is uploaded to the edge server sj . If the task is uploaded to the server sj ,
yj (mτ

i ) = 1. Otherwise yj (mτ
i ) = 0.

yj (mτ
i ) =

{
1 : the task is uploaded to the edge server sj ;
0 : otherwise. (5)
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It satisfies
n∑

j=0

yj (mτ
i ) = 1. (6)

Then we express t↑e (mτ
i ) as the time cost for transmission from di to sj . It

can be calculated by

t↑e (mτ
i ) =

n∑
j=0

(
yj (mτ

i ) ·
r∑

u=0

(
xu (mτ

i ) · Gu

bj (mτ
i )

))
, (7)

where bj (mτ
i ) represents the bandwidth allocated between di and sj for mτ

i .
The bandwidth bj (mτ

i ) satisfies

0 < bj (mτ
i ) ≤ b, (8)

n∑
j=0

bj (mτ
i ) ≤ b, (9)

where b represents the total bandwidth between all edge servers and devices.
For the te (mτ

i ), we use binary variable yj (mτ
i ) to indicate whether the second

partition point is lv. If the second partition point is lv, zv (mτ
i ) = 1, which means

after computing layer lv, the edge server will upload the intermediate data to
cloud center. Otherwise, zv (mτ

i ) = 0.

zv (mτ
i ) =

{
1 : the second partition point is the layer lv;
0 : otherwise. (10)

It satisfies
r∑

v=0

zv (mτ
i ) = 1. (11)

It should be noted that when v = u, the edge server does not participate in
the computation of the task and uploads the task directly to cloud center. Then
we express te (mτ

i ) as the time cost for computation from lu+1 to lv of DNN
model for sj . It can be calculated by

ts (mτ
i ) =

r∑
v=0

(
zv (mτ

i ) ·
r∑

u=0

(
xu (mτ

i ) ·
v∑

k=u+1

βk
i

))
, (12)

where βk
i represents the time cost for sj to compute the lay lk of DNN model.

For the t↑c (mτ
i ), we express it as the time cost for transmission from sj to C.

It can be calculated by

t↑c (mτ
i ) =

r∑
v=0

(
zv (mτ

i ) · Gv

bc

)
, (13)

where bc represents the bandwidth between edge servers and cloud center.
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For the tc (mτ
i ), we express it as the time cost for computation from lv+1 to

lr of DNN model for cloud center. It can be calculated by

tc (mτ
i ) =

r∑
v=0

(
zv (mτ

i ) ·
r∑

k=v+1

γk
i

)
, (14)

where γk
i represents the time cost for C to compute the lay lk of DNN model.

For each task mτ
i , there is a deadline D (mτ

i ). If t (mτ
i ) > D (mτ

i ), the task
misses its deadline. We denote N as the total number of tasks generated during
the scheduling time and Nmiss as the total number of tasks that missed deadline.
Then the deadline miss rate for tasks is

ηmiss =
Nmiss

N
. (15)

Our problem can be formulated as

min ηmiss

s.t. (3)(4)(6)(7)(8)(9)(11)(12)(13)(14)(15). (16)

In (16), αk
i , Gu, b, βk

i , bc, γk
i are are all constants or determined values for

specific network. xu (mτ
i ), yj (mτ

i ), bj (mτ
i ) and bj (mτ

i ) are variables. However,
these variables appear in almost different forms in all formulas, which makes the
original problem model complex and difficult to solve directly. Therefore, for the
problem to be solved in polynomial time, we need to make further analysis and
find some ways to reduce the complexity of the original problem.

3 Algorithm

In this section, we introduce the algorithm to solve the optimization problem.
In the optimization problem, the variables are xu (mτ

i ), yj (mτ
i ), bj (mτ

i ) and
zv (mτ

i ), which are not independent but restrict each other. The variables zv (mτ
i )

and zv (mτ
i ) which control the partition point will influence the variables yj (mτ

i )
and bj (mτ

i ) which correspond to the scheduling strategy. In order to solve this
problem, we propose online scheduling algorithm for multi-task computation.

3.1 Partition Point Filtering

As we all know, the layered structure of the neural network determines it can
be divided at any layer. However, through the analysis of the structural charac-
teristics and the number of parameters of each layer, we find that some neural
network layers have no potential to become partition point. Therefore, we pro-
pose a DNN partition point filtering algorithm, which can effectively help us
to get a suitable set of partition points κ. We first calculate the corresponding
total delay for different partition points. Then we give a delay baseline L and
take the partition point where the total delay is less than the baseline as the
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optional partition point. Since the number of parameters in each layer in the
DNN model is structural characteristics, these partition points will perform well
on heterogeneous edge servers. At the same time, due to the great reduction of
the number of optional partition points, the solution space of the later algorithm
can be further reduced.

3.2 Online Strategy

For the online strategy, we propose a scheduling solution for multi-task. We
dynamically allocate the bandwidth of the end device and the edge server, and
try to calculate the total task time under the hybrid computing approach. While
minimizing the deadline miss rate, we choose the computation strategy with the
minimum total time. We schedule tasks when there is no idle server, and try to
maximize the computing resources of edge servers by means of preemption.

We first determine the number of tasks nτ generated by the current time
slot, the deadline of the task, and the status sj

sta of each edge server. When sj

is working, sj
sta = 1. Othwewise sj

sta = 0. We denote bτ as the total bandwidth
that can be allocated for the τ -th time slot and nτ

b as the number of servers that
need to allocate bandwidth. We determine the bandwidth between device and
server based on the deadline. We select the optimal partition strategy with the
minimum total computing time, and calculate the time tup

j for the task to be
uploaded to the edge server. When all the partition strategies fail to meet the
deadline requirements of the task, we will upload the task to S0, where S0 does
not participate in the computation of the task.

It should be noted that after the end device completes the computation,
the edge server starts to compute at time tup

j . The computing resources of the
edge server are available during this period of time. When all edge servers are
scheduled but there are still tasks, we first try to use the partition strategy to
schedule these tasks. If there is no edge server that meets the requirements, we let
the task compute on the edge server as much as possible and choose the partition
strategy with the minimum total time. If the task still cannot be completed by
the deadline, we upload the task to S0.

4 Simulation and Experiment

In this section, we present experiments to demonstrate the performance of our
algorithms. The DNN model in experiments is VGG16 and the input data is a
set of RGB images with each of the size is 320 × 320 × 3. All tasks in our system
are inference task and the programming backend is pytorch. The devices are HP
notebook computers with Inter Core i5-6200U 2.3 GHz quad core CPU. The edge
servers are computers with different processors. The cloud center is the Google
Cloud Platform with NVIDIA Ampere A100 GPU.

We first get the values of αk
i , βk

i , γk
i and Gk and then calculate the total

computing time under different partition points and get the optional partition
point set κ. We deploy several end devices, 8 edge servers, and a cloud center in
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the network. The total bandwidth b is set to 800 Mbps, where s0 = 100Mbps,
bc = 35Mbps. h is set to 1000. We get the deadline miss rate ηmiss under
five different approaches and the result of each approach is the average of 20
repeated experiments. According to the analysis of the structural characteristics
of VGG16, we find that there are five points have the smallest amount of inter-
mediate data. Therefore, we believe that whether these five partition points can
perform well in any case.

In 1000 time slots, for a different number of tasks, we get the deadline miss
rate ηmiss under five different computation approaches. The result is shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Simulation result. (a) Deadline miss ratio under different number of tasks. (b)
Average time cost under different number of tasks

As shown in the Fig. 3(a), when the number of tasks increases gradually,
the performance online scheduling algorithm is obviously better. In Fig. 3(b), we
show the average completion time of a task. Obviously, our online algorithm has
an advantage in any number of tasks.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we study DNN model partition and online task scheduling over
cloud, edge and devices for deadline-aware DNN inference tasks. We first estab-
lish our mathematical model and find that the model contains a large number of
variables. Therefore, we propose the partition point filtering algorithm to reduce
the solution space. Then we propose our online scheduling algorithm to meet
the maximum number of deadlines. Experiments and simulations show that our
online algorithm reduces deadline miss ratio by up to 51% compared with other
four typical computation approaches.
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